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Objective

Research Project INTENSYS

Aims

Sociology Social Mix
Multi-Generation Living
Functional Mix
Communal and Communication Rooms
Free spaces Clear Utilization
Squares, Playgrounds, Multi-Generation Gardens
Habitations Diverse Residential Offers
Flexible Ground Plans
Mobility Reduction of Private Traffic
Promotion of Public Transport
Car sharing, E-Bikes, etc.
Building structure Buildings
High Density Low Rise Building
Lower Elevation
Communicative Approaches
Construction Material
Wood Construction
Economical Materials
Affordable Apartments
Reduction of Overheads
Energy Use of Renewable Energy

Team
Research Process

Research Project INTENSYS

Building Site

Innsbruck

Absam

Research Settlement Pattern

Development Basical Floor Plans

Development Basical Floor Plans
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Design Process
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Café, bikeshop, office
Residential flats
Corridor
Staircase and elevator
Garage / cellar
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